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5

Abstract6

The Management of companies has lived, since the end of the Seventies, a noteworthy7

metamorphosis articulated mainly around the human capital that represents, henceforth, a8

predominant component in the strategic equation.Yet, the development of competences9

remains dependent on managerial ethics to provide to the company the keys to success.Within10

the framework of this research, we propose to highlight the bond involving ethics, decisional11

system of the management system and the development of competences (valorization,12

construction, unlearning) and to see in which measurements ethics makes it possible to13

develop competences. These theoretical results were the subject matter of an empirical14

validation which leads us to confirm that ethics reaches the development of competences.15

16

Index terms— development of competences (valorization, construction, unlearning); ?ethics? (decisional17
subsystem); management system.18

1 Introduction19

he firm is defined as being a social structure organized in order to fulfill its goals where the individuals have20
different reasons to take part in its activities. Consequently, it is continuously bothered by conflicting interests21
which it tends to match up so as not to handicap the achievement of its objectives. Hence, the government of22
the whole elements that make an organization requires the synchronization of personal and collective interests to23
create value for the whole stakeholders.24

This requests, according to ??rimand and Vandangeon-Derumez (2000), a connector between the possession25
of a portfolio of resources and its actualization in an offer system, then to carry it out in the form of a sustainable26
competing advantage. Spitezki (1999) claims a mode of management implemented by the company, based on27
its finalities, the conceptual vision of its commanding style and execution processes which make it possible to28
harmonize and coordinate efforts for a common finality that to develop the competitiveness of the company. It29
is the management system which is defined, according to Atamer and Calori (2003), as being the organizational30
routines related as well to the behavior standards as to the decision-making and control processes. According to31
Frioui (1998) and Chaher (2002), the management system appears as being the tool which characterizes the way32
in which a company carries out its mission. It is composed of three subsystems:33

Decisional subsystem: it is represented by ethics which synthesizes whole principles, values and beliefs directing34
the individuals’ behavior within the firm.35

2 ?36

Operational subsystem: it coincides with the operating mode of the firm. It transcribes the vision and the way37
of working within the company.38

3 ?39

Control subsystem: it is the exercise of a certain control in order to make sure of the smoothly progress of the40
activity.41
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7 ?

The interaction between these three subsystems lets appear that the decisional subsystem engages the company42
with respect to all of its internal and external partners. This phenomenon remains dependent on ethics. Within43
the framework of this article, we will see up to what point does ethics influences the competences development.44

4 I. Theoretical Background a) Ethics45

It includes the whole of principles, values and beliefs which control the behavior of the men (Mercier, 2000; ??illiat,46
2005). According to Puel (2000), ethics is expressed as human act which refers to significance. ??illiat (2005)47
conceives that ethics precedes the behavior and explains it mainly. It corresponds to the identity search having48
the ambition to discriminate good from bad way of acting. Ethics inserts human dimension by reconsidering the49
critical role of the individuals estimated as proficient to express and to support their specific interests. It offers to50
the company the opportunity of transmitting its specificity and making its members benefit of the membership51
feeling. Macombe (2006) notifies that it gives sense to the entity as well as contributes to the constitution of a52
sustainable competing advantage.53

According to Mertz (2000), the ethical climate is the shared perception of a behavior regarded as just. It is54
inspired by the company’s values system. A value is a crucial conviction which is with a marked importance and a55
great significance for the individuals and still partially inalterable with the passing time ??Bergeron, 1997). The56
values correspond to the ideology of the company, the whole of standards, common beliefs referring to the mission57
of the organization and the good way of managing the employees (Desreumaux, 1998). In period of change, they58
contribute to steady and to thwart the apprehensions by setting up reference marks to the individuals.59

The majority of the multinational corporations dedicate most of their performance to the consecration of some60
determining values. These key values are regarded as critical for the success of a company. Indeed, these beliefs61
and these convictions condition the management of the organization’s members by shaping their behavior while62
resolving problems or making decision.63

In the business domain and within the meaning of De Serres (2005), ethics evolved largely throughout the64
last century. Initially and all over the period 1920 till 1950, it was inspired by the religious movements while65
adopting excluding principles related to criteria such as alcohol, tobacco, armament. Then, the period 1960-66
1970 is marked by the militant engagement with the introduction, furthermore, of the social and environmental67
criteria. At the beginning of the Eighties, the excluding criteria included, in particular, the company’s activity68
like its geographical localization. Since the 1990, have been initiated the socially responsible funds where ethics69
represents, from now on, a generic term which qualifies a responsible management including the company’s social70
and environmental implication besides the consideration attributed for its different partners’ expectations. The71
social performance constitutes, therefore, an important criterion to evaluate the real financial performance of72
the company. Moreover, by combining traditional finance with responsible finance, certain problems involved in73
the governance of the company will be resolved. Ethics answers the attempt of converging three values’ scales74
(Chaher, 2002; ??rioui, 1999)75

5 b) The values’ scale of the manager76

The functions that were associated to the leaders in the literature show the basic role that they play in the77
decisional system owing to the fact that they influence considerably the strategy of the company. Andrews78
(1987) identified three principal roles for the leader: ? He is the architect of the finality of the organization.79

6 ?80

He is an organizational leader who takes care of the achievement of its goals.81

7 ?82

He represents a model inspiring his collaborators. ??esreumaux (1994) puts forward the proactive role of the83
managers in the modeling of the activities’ area and the organizational characteristics of the company, and overall84
in the control of its destiny where the strategy of a company, its organization, even its environment, are figured85
by the intentions and actions of the individuals, those whom hold the command within the organization.86

Among the values of the leader that intervene in the decision-making, Brasseur (2002) recognizes oneself87
perception and the perception of the others, the conception of the manager’s role and the representation of88
success. Frioui (2006) picks out, among dominant values translating the preferences of the manager, the personal89
equation, the notoriety, the influence, the regard and the consideration of collaborators.90

In addition, further than carrying out his mission, the manager sees to the widening of his negotiation’s91
capacity with the company’s stakeholders as well as his putting down of roots which consists in maintaining92
his position, extending his autonomy and raising his additive remuneration and privileges or his value in the93
leaders’ market or even evicting possible competitors (Alexandre and Paquerot, 2000). According to Pigé (1998),94
it is a process of forming relational networks (formal or informal) by which the leader succeeds to emancipate,95
at least partially, of his shareholder and board of directors’ supervision. The vision of the environment, the96
strategic horizon, the goals and objectives of the leaders? shape the cultural, social and political specificities of97
the companies ??Martinet, 2002).98
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8 c) The values’ scale of the company99

Desreumaux (1998) initiated the organization as being made up of three inter connected elements like the economic100
structure of advantageous activities, the social structure of relationship between individuals and groups and,101
finally, the superstructure composed of shared values; it is the ideology. This superstructure represents the whole102
values, representations and interpretations of the collective life which contributes to take root the company and103
to perpetuate its identity and its coherence.104

The values provide for the company the way of imposing and supporting its culture under the changes of the105
environment. According to Mertz (2000), the ethical climate is the shared perception of a behavior considered106
as just. It takes as a starting point the values’ system of the company. Frioui (2006) regards them as being107
the whole of the devoted values governing a specified company such as merit, honesty, confidence, credibility,108
solidarity etc.109

Atamer and Calori (2003) enumerated thirteen values which appeared determining. The creation of a culture of110
trust within a company seems to be of a strategic importance. Among other values one can mention additionally111
the risk acceptance, the know-how, the participation, the order, the profit, the individualism, the innovation, the112
societal contribution, the customer service, the team spirit, the personal blossoming and the competition. We113
add up, according to Mertz (2000), cooperation, equity as well as honesty.114

Lam, Schaubroeck and Ayree (2002) connect equity to favorable results of employees. In addition,115

9 Global116

10 d) The values’ scale of Stakeholders117

As being aware of the critical role of its human resources in the appropriation of a competing advantage,118
the organization can be effective only if it succeeds in managing the petitions of its personnel and the other119
stakeholders which are needed owing to their resources and their support.120

In addition, the stakeholder theory revealed that a company is directed by other interests that those of its121
managers (Doublet, 2000; Rienstra and Nijkamp; 1996). Each one seeks to maximize its own utility function122
??Poincelot, 1999). According to Freeman (1984), they influence and are influenced by the activity of the123
company such employees, customers, shareholders, suppliers, backers, State? According to Clarkson (1995) the124
stakeholders are those without whose participation the corporation cannot survives. Hill and Jones (1992) define125
them as being the elements that make the environment of the company and having legitimate claims. This126
legitimacy emerges from the relations of exchange established between the organization and its stakeholders.127
The prosperity of the company and its success depend on the consideration and the conciliation of the interests128
and the values of the various stakeholders. Thus, their values are integrated in the governance system of the129
company (Charreaux and Desbrières, 1998).130

Clarkson (1995) proposed to discriminate between stakeholders according to their importance degree by131
classifying them into two groups: main stakeholders, those whose participation’s interruption has an effect on132
the good control of the company’s activities, and the minor stakeholders those who affect and are affected by the133
control of the company’s activities but are not essential for its performance.134

The values of the main stakeholders translate their respective interests. In consequence, several authors such135
as (Aryee, Budhwar et Chen, 2002; Lam, Schaubroeck et Aryee, 2002; Kickul, Lester et Finkl, 2002; Mertz,136
2000 et Hellriegel, Slocum and Woodman, 1989) stress the objectives that summon up the responsibility of the137
company towards its partners.138

We can synthesize these various interests in the following table:139

11 II. Competences140

The end of the Eighties marks a significant inflection in the usual models of strategic analysis where the theory of141
the resources tries to substitute a new integrating framework for investigations founded, mainly, on the industrial142
economy ??Grimand and Amaury, 2000). This vision designs the firm in rupture with the economic and strategic143
current approaches. Several researches as well as an abundant literature were interested in the concept of144
competence which became a predominant matter for researchers in management (Claude-Gaudillat, Quélin;.145

Wernerfelt (1984) criticized the dominant approaches especially the approach structure-behaviorperformance146
supported by Porter (1980) showing the positive impact of human resources on the performance of the companies147
and initiating the resource based view approach. The central idea which impelled this theory stipulates that the148
companies, even those belonging to the same industry, carry out dissimilar performances because they control149
heterogeneous resources. The performance of the company is related not only to the choice of an attractive150
industry, but also to an intelligent and original management armed with single or rare resources.151

The researches of Penrose (1959) dealing with the theory of the firm revealed the importance of the resources,152
tangible and intangible in the explanation of the existence and the growth of companies.153

In ??1973), McClelland put the accent on the concept of competence. He highlighted the importance154
of competences for organizational prosperity, productivity and steady progress. He expressed the human155
performance in terms of diplomas, the held knowledge, but also the individual characteristics and competences,156
in other words what one can do. The performance of the company is correlated, according to Barney (1991), with157
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13 EMOTIONAL CAPITAL

the identification and the exploitation of competences, as well with their use wisely and with their scarcity. Hamel158
and Prahalad (1990) put forward this concept of competence inciting companies to maintain their competences159
and in particular their core competencies. Lin and Wang (2005) consider the human capital as a strategic capital160
that must be upheld and consolidated.161

Altogether, the competing advantage is, not necessarily, the outcome of a thought through choice of a couple162
product/market but it could be drawn from the usufruct of these resources (Quélin and Arrègle, 2000;Durand,163
2000;Fournier, 2004).164

We approach, first of all this concept with its various components and, then, we present the methods of165
competences’ development.166

12 a) Dimensions of competence167

Several researches as well as an abundant literature were interested in the concept of competence.168
Many authors’ names were involved with this concept. Thus, Prahalad and Hamel (1990) speak about key169

competences. Barney (1991) evokes the immaterial or intangible resources. Wernerfelt (1984) and (1995)170
put forward the forces and the weaknesses of the company or the tangible and intangible assets linked in a171
permanent way to its activity. By competence, Athey and Orth (1999) mean ”a set of observable performance172
dimensions, including individual knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors, as well as collective team, process,173
and organizational capabilities, that are linked to high performance, and provide the organization with sustainable174
competitive advantage”.175

Bright, Rodriguez, Gregory, Gowing and Patel (2002) presented the USOPM’ competence definition (the176
United States Office of Personnel Management) formulated as following ”a measurable pattern of knowledge,177
skill, abilities, behaviors, and other characteristics that an individual needs to perform work roles or occupational178
functions successfully”. Musca (2004) defines it as being the individual or collective aptitude to carry out a given179
activity or process by coordinating and combining the use of the capital. St-Amant and Renard (2004) present180
the competence of an individual as a practical intelligence of situations based on resources and knowledge and181
which transforms them.182

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1997), Losey (1998), Gratton and Ghoshal (2003), were interested to deepen183
this concept by developing its dimensions and its components. Losey (1999)184

13 Emotional capital185

All these debates put explicitly or implicitly the accent on three interdependent and composing dimensions of186
competence within the meaning of ??urand (1997) and ??2000).187

? Knowledge: St-Amant and Renard (2004) noticed that the knowledge makes reference to the various dynamic188
cognitive diagrams which process and combine data, events, intuitions and objects that will be used to form a189
mental framework to decode the world and to ensure its comprehension. Dupray (2001) evokes the biographical190
attributes and the characteristics relating to the route of initial training of the individual as critical determinants191
of the construction of knowledge. It constitutes the structured set of assimilated information that is integrated192
within a context of reference (Durand, 2000). Athey and Orth (1999) qualify it as ”emerging knowledge or skills193
required for future success”.194

? Know-how: The competence indicates, following Dupray (2001), a located capacity of action which is195
acquired, developed and shown only in its effective exercise, by its use. Otherwise, the concept of competence196
includes an appreciation of the person, who implements in his work capacities of a practical, intellectual, technical197
or relational nature useful immediately for the production. Athey and Orth (1999) speak about ”knowledge or198
skills associated with current job performance”. The Know-how associated with the knowledge tends, thus, to199
improve it and to make it evolve. The experience, ”the life’s greatest teacher” within the meaning of Losey200
(1999), is a very important part in the constitution of the know-how. It arises, according to Durand (1997), from201
practice. It gets the most out of the capacity to act according to a pre-established processes or objectives.202

? Know-how to be: It is defined by the will and the capacity to behave in a productive way. Dupray (2001)203
integrates the behavior of the individual among the determinants of competence given that it characterizes his204
connection with his work and his professional career. What’s more, it includes the way in which the person205
plan ahead his future compared to his career and his capacity to seize professional opportunities and to acquire206
knowledge. His know-how to be is materialized by the attention and the efforts which he is likely to provide in his207
work. It is, according to Athey and Orth (1999), the ”new ways of thinking or behaving that provide distinctive208
competitive advantage”. The behavior, the identity and the will constitute an essential facet of the capacity of an209
individual to achieve a task, and consequently, of his competence. The motivation influences as well positively210
as negatively the competence.211

b) The development of competences ”High performing people are critical for highperforming organizations”.212
On the basis of this thought worked out by Bright, Rodriguez, Gregory, Gowing and Patel (2002) and subsequent213
to the evolution of management, the competing context and the nature of the organizations, the development214
of competences proves to be a principal activity which requires a privileged effort and an attention in order to215
make the company benefit from opportunities of evolution and conquest conditions of success. To fill the gap of216
competences within the meaning of Durand and Guerra-Vieira (1996) is a crucial task and an activity that the217
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company has to adopt in order to control the portfolio of recently necessary competences. It is an activity which218
is incorporated in the agenda of a strategic analysis of the company’s forces and weaknesses, proposals of axes of219
improvement and creation of innovation’s opportunities. The transition from the existing set of competences to220
the new folder recommended represents a fruitful stage of evolution for the company providing it with a potential221
of adaptation to the new requirements of the activity. Teodorescu (2006) introduces models of competence which222
contribute to the achievement of the company’s objectives.223

The management of the company’s portfolio of competences is undertaken with an inventory of those it holds.224
This census, to which it appeals in order to clarify its managerial vision and to apprehend its competing context225
expressed in terms of competences, makes possible to distinguish those that it holds of those that are to be226
controlled. It can be considered according to the approach of Durand and Guerra-Vieira (1996) carrying out227
the typology of competences and the actions to be undertaken according to the subsequent step: Thus, the228
development of a competence follows a distinct methodology according to the situation:229

? The valorization of competences: When it is about a confirmed competence, owned by the company, this230
one seeks to maintain it and to put it forward in order to benefit from the competitive advantage which comes231
out. Thus, four possibilities are on hand:232

? A pure valorization.233

14 ?234

An internal valorization: by establishing it where one needs.235

15 ?236

An external valorization: To cash in on.237

16 ?238

To develop it making all the company profit. ? The construction of competences: It is a requirement to seek to239
build competences when they are missing. Three cases arise:240

? Required competence had proven its reliability elsewhere within the company. It is a question of using it241
like a means of training by adapting it to the context via a synergic adequacy.242

17 ?243

The company estimates the possibility of dominating it, through a network of qualified partners, more244
advantageous: absorption and rebuilding.245

18 ?246

The company, not controlling the competence and rejecting the possibility of acquisition via a partnership,247
develops it in-house through its capacity of learning. ? The unlearning -creative destruction: Sometimes and in248
order to develop its competences, the deconstruction of those became obsolete proves to be crucial. This activity249
aims at concentrating the energy of the company on the valorization of attested competences or to build those250
required. It is within this dynamic context that the competence is shaped and transmits to the organization a251
potential and a certain capacity procuring for it a higher performance.252

The development of distinctive competences appears increasingly as being the starting point of the strategic253
analysis of the company and like the outcome of the efforts implemented to increase its performance and to254
improve its competitiveness. Rouby and Solle (2002) noticed that the strategic analysis evolved to be articulated,255
consequently, just about four fundamental stages: the identification, the exploitation, the protection and the256
development of organizational core competences.257

19 c) Ethics: source of development of competences258

Competences are animated with a particular dynamic, kept up far from any form of stability because of the quasi259
permanent need to generate new competences and to destroy those become obsolete. Thus, Edouard (2000)260
underlined the need for developing competences in order to control a competing advantage. Additionally, this261
requirement aims, according to Winter and Sidney (2000), to improve the capacity of the organization.262

Developing competence is a complex task which requires a meticulous choice of the suitable actions making it263
possible to act on its constitutive dimensions. It requires a favorable atmosphere allowing the blooming of the264
knowledge, the know-how and the know-how to be and which is laid out by the management system. Ethics, the265
decisional subsystem, endeavors to make competences move forward and develop human resources making of it266
a strategic constituent on which the company can be based in order to have a durable competitive advantage.267
Indeed, the force of the know-how, the collective cognitive devices, the common knowledge, the shared learning268
is to allow a convergence of interests, beliefs and individual anticipations within the firm in order to fill certain269
common objectives of value creation in particular of competences development.270
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29 CORRELATION ANALYSIS TABLE 4 : SUMMARY OF THE
CORRELATION’S ANALYSIS

Our contribution to these considerations roughly debated results in the proposal of a model helping to perceive271
the nature of the bonds between ethics and the development of competences and the attempt of empirical272
validation on the banking sector in Tunisia.273

20 III. Model of Research274

The principal issue of this research is to apprehend the following problematic question:275
In which measurements ethics can ensure the development of competences? Our model of research arises in276

the subsequent way:277

21 b) Empirical Analysis278

The review of the literature about the management of competences enabled us to note down a set of dimensions279
making the theoretical variables of our model operational. We specified the area of each one of these variables280
and we developed a list of items allowing their measurement for the later analysis.281

We present, first of all, the adopted methodology for the research. Then, we carry out the collected data282
processing, the analysis and the interpretation of the generated outcome.283

22 IV. Methodology284

In order to find an answer to our problematic question, to check our hypothesis and to validate our model285
of research, we chose the Tunisian banking environment as a context for the empirical validation using a286
questionnaire to collect essential information.287

We inquired a sample of 45 managers (33.33%. shareholders, all employees, 5%customers) of several banks.288
To treat and analyze the collected information, we used the SPSS 11.0 as the data software processing and289

adopted the two following complementary statistical approaches: ? An exploratory approach: this phase enabled290
us to structure the data collected by carrying out analysis of reliability thanks to the indicator Alpha of Cronbach291
and of validity through ACP (principal component analysis).292

23 ?293

A confirmatory approach: this approach enabled us to check the hypothesis formulated beforehand by testing294
them through analysis of correlation and regression.295

24 V. Results and Discussion296

Within what follows, we present the results of the two approaches used.297

25 a) Exploratory approach298

The following table summarizes the principal results of this exploratory stage. Table ?? : Summary of reliability299
and validity analysis Thanks to this exploratory approach, we can perceive the reliability of the variables300
which includes intern coherence (homogeneity of items making up each dimension of the variables) and the301
reproducibility. In fact, Alpha of Cronbach is higher than 0.8 for the best part of the variables. Moreover, we302
pick out the validity of the variables owing to the principal component analyses (ACP) which made it possible303
to recap the initial information by replacing it by a restricted number of variables or composite factors even as304
restoring more than 60% of the primary data for the majority of the variables.305

26 Global306

27 b) Confirmatory approach307

The theoretical examination of the research topic enabled us to state the assumptions H1 and H2 which accompany308
the specified model. Therefore, we propose to present the results of the correlation and the regression analysis309
between the variables ”development of competences” and ”ethics” that allow to test these hypothesis.310

28 ?311

29 Correlation analysis Table 4 : Summary of the Correlation’s312

analysis313

It communicates positive dependences between the dimensions company’s values and employees’ values as a314
partner with the variable ”development of competences”. Thus, the employees’ aspirations with regard to their315
potential, within the Tunisian banking environment, are explicitly formulated. They covet the valorization of316
their competences as well as the support of their improvement. At this time, the banks fulfill these expectations317
hoping to benefit from qualified human resources for a social performance consolidating its financial performance.318
Nevertheless, the shareholders as well as the customers do not seem to be concerned with these requests which319
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do not constitute a purpose in itself nor a need of the essence for these partners. Thus, the ethical governance320
generates the development of competences which represent a strategic resource.321

30 ? Regression Analysis322

Since the ”development of competences” is composed of three dimensions, each one of them was the subject of323
regression with the variable ethics. This equation shows that the variability of the ”valorization of competences”324
is explained by the item ”the employees’ values” thanks to a strong positive and significant correlation between325
them where the latter aspire to a motivating remuneration, to an interesting horizon of career, in short to326
the contentment of their hopes. However, the ”shareholders’ values” contribute fairly but negatively to the327
explanation of the dependent variable variations given that they expose a differing interest to this form of328
investment because what precedes for this category of stakeholders it is the remuneration of their assets in the329
short and long-term in addition to the positioning of their bank. Therefore, ethics satisfies the interests of the330
employees what contributes to the competences’ valorization.331

? Construction: The regression of the competences’ construction led to a non significant model (Fisher =332
0.461), the dimension ”construction of competences” is not explained by ”ethics”.333

? Unlearning: The regression of the competences’ unlearning led to a non significant model (Fisher = 0.697).334
Thus, the variable ”ethics” does not make it possible to recall the variations of this dimension in the banking335
environment.336

31 VI. Conclusion337

Next to changes which crossed all the levels of the organization, both in-house as outdoors, this one has338
undoubtedly evolved. It is, accordingly, considered as being made up of single combinations of resources and339
competences (individual and collective) which prove to be source of sustainable competing advantage.340

Nowadays, what it can do and the way in which it intends to arrange the assets and competences that341
it controls in relation with its dynamics and its organizational capacity constitute the bases of success and342
excellence. Moreover, we passed from a state where the strategy is seen as an adaptation to the environment343
to a state where that one is perceived like an occasion to put forward the resources and competences. Rouby344
and Solle (2002) stressed that any organization is brought to point out the important fields of competences in345
which it wants to excel and consequently, to inventory at a more elementary level, the knowledge, the know-how346
and the behaviors essential to the definition and the implementation of its vision. Then, the managerial team347
will have to identify the key knowledge, in other words the basic knowledge required to the constitution and the348
maintenance of the requested competence, the know-how to be developed with regard to this basic knowledge349
in order to stimulate their development or their implementation. It will have to identify at the same time the350
know-how to be to found, in other words, the individual and collective attitudes that will allow the development351
of the knowledge and the know-how considered fundamental.352

Currently, the management of companies is becoming increasingly responsible while focusing the employees in353
particular because the managers are becoming, from now on, conscious that the performance is measured not only354
in an economic scale but also in ethical and social ones through the development of competences as alternative.355

This research enabled us to put forward the need for adopting a responsible managerial behavior for going356
beyond the simple detention of human competences which constitute a source of competing advantage and357
presenting their development on the basis of three dimension valorization, construction and unlearning. Our358
model enabled us to recall the bonds involving the decisional facet of management, ethics, and the management359
of competences and to deduce its positive impacts on competences’ development. 1 2 3 4360

1© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1Ethics: Source of Competences’ Development
2Ethics: Source of Competences’ Development
3© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
4© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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